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A Dirty Job— Christopher Moore  

Charlie Asher is a pretty normal guy with a normal life, 

married to a bright and pretty woman who actually loves him 

for his normalcy. They're even about to have their first child. 

Yes, Charlie's doing okay— until people start dropping dead 

around him, and everywhere he goes a dark presence 

whispers to him from under the streets. Charlie Asher, it 

seems, has been recruited for a new position: as Death.       F

    FIC MOO 

Furiously Happy— Jenny Lawson  

In this humorous memoir, Jenny Lawson examines her own 

experience with severe depression and other conditions and 

explains how it has led her to live life to the fullest: "I've 

often thought that people with severe depression have 

developed such a well for experiencing extreme emotion that 

they might be able to experience extreme joy in a way that 

‘normal people' also might never understand. And that's what 

Furiously Happy is all about." BIO LAW LAW 

Good Omens— Neil Gaiman, Terry Pratchett 

‘Armageddon only happens once, you know. They don’t let 

you go around again until you get it right. It’s a predicament 

that Aziraphale, a somewhat fussy angel, and Crowley, a fast

-living demon now finds themselves in. They’ve been living 

amongst Earth’s mortals since The Beginning and, truth be 

told, have grown rather fond of the lifestyle and, in all 

honesty, are not actually looking forward to the coming 

Apocalypse.   FIC GAI 

John Dies At the End— David Wong 

STOP. You should not have touched this flyer with your 

bare hands. My name is David Wong. My best friend is 

John. Those names are fake. You might want to change 

yours. You may not want to know about the things you'll read 

on these pages, about the sauce, about Korrok, about the 

invasion, and the future. But it's too late. You're in the game. 

You're under the eye. You need to read this book, to the end. 

Even the part with the bratwurst. Why? You just have to trust 

me.   

Sense and Sensibility— Jane Austen 

Marianne Dashwood wears her heart on her sleeve, and when she 

falls in love with the dashing but unsuitable John Willoughby she 

ignores her sister Elinor's warning that her impulsive behavior 

leaves her open to gossip and innuendo. Meanwhile Elinor is 

struggling to conceal her own romantic disappointment. Through 

their parallel experience of love— and its threatened loss— the 

sisters learn that sense must mix with sensibility if they are to 

find personal happiness in a society where status and money 

govern the rules of love.    CLA AUS 

A Man Named Ove— Fredrik Backman  

A grumpy yet loveable man finds his solitary world turned 

on its head when a boisterous young family moves in next 

door. Meet Ove. He's a curmudgeon, the kind of man who 

points at people he dislikes as if they were burglars caught 

outside his bedroom window. He has staunch principles, 

strict routines, and a short fuse. People call him the bitter 

neighbor from hell, but must Ove be bitter just because he 

doesn't walk around with a smile plastered to his face all 

the time?      

Bad Monkey— Carl Hiaasen 

Andrew Yancy has a human arm in his freezer.  Yancy will 

negotiate an ever-surprising course of events with a crew of 

equally ever-surprising characters, including: the twitchy widow 

of the frozen arm; an avariciously idiotic real estate developer; a 

voodoo witch whose lovers are blinded-unto-death by her 

particularly peculiar charms; Yancy's new love, a kinky medical 

examiner; and the eponymous Bad Monkey, who earns his place 

among Hiaasen's greatest characters with hilariously wicked 

aplomb.     FIC HIA 

The Guncle—Stephen Rowley  

Patrick, or Gay Uncle Patrick (GUP, for short), has always 

loved his niece, Maisie, and nephew, Grant. When tragedy 

strikes and Maisie and Grant lose their mother and Patrick’s 

brother has a health crisis of his own, Patrick finds himself 

suddenly taking on the role of primary guardian. Quickly 

realizing that parenting— even if temporary— isn’t solved 

with treats and jokes, Patrick’s eyes are opened to a new 

sense of responsibility, and the realization that, sometimes, 

even being larger than life means you’re unfailingly human. 

Me Talk Pretty One Day— David Sedaris 

David Sedaris' move to Paris from New York inspired 

these hilarious pieces, including the title essay, about his 

attempts to learn French from a sadistic teacher who 

declares that every day spent with you is like having a 

caesarean section. His family is another inspiration. You 

Can't Kill the Rooster is a portrait of his brother, who 

talks incessant hip-hop slang to his bewildered father.  

   NF 814.54 SED  

Crazy Rich Asians— Kevin Kwan  

Crazy Rich Asians is the outrageously funny 

debut novel about three super-rich, pedigreed 

Chinese families and the gossip, backbiting, and 

scheming that occurs when the heir to one of the 

most massive fortunes in Asia brings home his 

ABC (American-born Chinese) girlfriend to the 

wedding of the season.          FIC KWA


